Case Study – The Department for Education
‘Get into Teaching’

‘Get into Teaching’
The Department for Education ran their Featurelink
campaign ‘Get into Teaching’ encouraging people to
consider employment within education and highlighting
the benefits of teaching. The campaign ran in June and
July 2018 in 21 daily and weekly local titles.
The aim of the campaign
▪ The Department for Education sought to target
communities to encourage individuals to consider careers
in teaching. Choosing local media as their platform enabled
them to speak directly to communities through a highly
trusted and powerful medium.
▪ To help encourage an interest in teaching, the campaign
also highlighted the tax-free bursaries that are available to
help you train.
▪ The campaign also emphasised how rewarding and
beneficial teaching can be for the public; using local media,
a platform with community at its heart, helps to amplify
this message further.

The campaign
• Using the Featurelink service, the ‘Get
into Teaching’ campaign ran alongside
advertorial features in local print as well
as the news brand’s digital platforms.
• The advertorial features in local print
presented detailed copy for people to
learn more about teaching opportunities
and encourage them to explore the tax
free bursaries available.
• The campaign aimed to raise awareness
within the right target audience. By
advertising in local media, DFE were able
to promote awareness of their campaign
at the source.
• JICREG was used to pinpoint the most
effective titles based on location and
audience analysis. As such Featurelink
was able to place the ads in a highly
contextual and relevant environment.

Measurement of the campaign
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DIRECT CONTACT

DFE WERE ABLE TO
TARGET THEIR
AUDIENCES
THROUGH
ADVERTORIALS IN
BOTH PRINT AND
DIGITAL
PLATFORMS.

THE ‘GET INTO
TEACHING’
FEATURELINK WAS
LAUNCHED IN 21 LOCAL
MEDIA TITLES IN THE UK
THEREBY ENSURING A
NATIONWIDE REACH
FOR DFE’S CAMPAIGN.

BY PROVIDING A LINK
AND EMAIL IN THE
COPY, PEOPLE COULD
GO DIRECTLY TO THE
SOURCE TO LEARN
ABOUT AND APPLY
FOR DFE’S TEACHING
OPPORTUNITIES.
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